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Abstract:  

High (! 90%) deuterium retention was observed in NSTX gas balance measurements both with- 

and without lithiumization of the carbon plasma facing components. The gas retained in ohmic 

discharges was measured by comparing the vessel pressure rise after a discharge to that of a gas-

only pulse with the pumping valves closed. For neutral beam heated discharges the gas input and 

gas pumped by the NB cryopanels were tracked. The discharges were followed by outgassing of 

deuterium that reduced the retention. The relationship between retention and surface chemistry 

was explored with a new plasma-material interface probe connected to an in-vacuo surface 

science station that exposed four material samples to the plasma. XPS and TDS analysis showed 

that the binding of D atoms is fundamentally changed by lithium – in particular atoms are weakly 

bonded in regions near lithium atoms bound to either oxygen or the carbon matrix.  
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1. Introduction  

Fuel retention is an important constraint in the selection of plasma facing materials for next-step 

tokamaks. Ever since the first observations of co-deposition on JET[1] and TFTR[2] tiles 

extensive gas-balance and material analysis measurements of retention in tokamaks have been 

carried out and were recently reviewed by Loarer[3]. Short term retention (dynamic retention) is 

closely linked to implantation of the recycling flux and was identified in Asdex-U, DIII-D, JET, 

NSTX and Tore Supra[4,5,6,7]. Basic parameters of hydrogenic retention in ITER’s plasma 

facing materials were discussed in ref. [8].  

Lithiumization of carbon plasma facing components led to substantial advances in plasma 

performance in TFTR[9]. These were followed up in subsequent experiments with a liquid 

lithium capillary pore system at T11-M[10], FTU[11], with a liquid lithium tray in CDX-U[12] 

and with lithiumization of the TJ-II stellerator[13]. A new full liquid lithium thin-film wall 

tokamak (LTX) will begin operation in 2010[14]. Lithiumization of the National Spherical Torus 

Experiment NSTX has shown beneficial effects such as improved confinement and reduction and 

elimination of ELMs[15,16]. A liquid lithium divertor[17] has been installed to explore divertor 

pumping over a large area with a view to future high flux-expansion solutions for power exhaust 

and the attainment of the Li-wall regime[18].  

Lithium is known to have a high chemical affinity for hydrogen and retention of deuterium in 

lithium can occur up to an atomic ratio of 1:1 [19]. Laboratory experiments have shown a strong 

reduction in the physical [20,21] and chemical [22] sputtering of graphite after deposition of 

lithium. Chemical bonding states of lithium on a graphite surface were explored in particle beam 

laboratory experiments in ref. [21]. In this paper we report on gas balance measurements of 

deuterium retention in NSTX both before and with lithium conditioning of its graphite walls. 

Insights into deuterium retention of lithiated graphite were obtained from surface analysis of 

samples exposed with a new PMI probe in the outer divertor connected in-vacuo to a surface 

science station with thermal desorption spectroscopy (TDS). Related work on surface chemistry 

of NSTX tiles is reported in refs. [21,23,24].  
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2. Gas balance measurements.   

The difference between fueling and exhaust is commonly used to measure short term variations 

in the wall hydrogenic inventory in tokamaks. In support of gas balance measurements on NSTX 

a new high accuracy baratron (MKS 690A) with calibration traceable to a NIST standard was 

installed and calibrations of all the vessel ionization gauges, fast microion gauges (5ms response) 

and residual gas analyzers were performed over the 1e-6 to 1e-3 torr range for both nitrogen and 

deuterium. The small (~ 6%) effect of the TF field on the in-vessel microion gauges was 

measured. The gas injectors, the small amount of fueling by cold deuterium that is an intrinsic 

part of neutral beam (NB) operation, and the NB cryopumping speed were all measured 

separately.   

Baseline ohmic and NB heated discharges were developed with the outer strike point on the 

outer divertor at R=0.75 – 0.85 m, close to the PMI probe at R=1.042. The ramp down in plasma 

current was carefully programmed to avoid a minor disruption that would heat the tiles and 

possibly influence the retention. Intershot He-GDC for 8-9 minutes was used before 

lithiumization, but not used (was unnecessary) with lithium conditioning. For ohmic discharges 

all the pumping valves were closed and the retention measured by comparing the vessel pressure 

after the discharge to the pressure rise with the same gas pulse but without initiating a plasma. 

This method avoids any uncertainty in plenum and vessel volumes. Fig. 1 shows results from an 

ohmic discharge with lithium conditioning. The retention, R, after the ohmic discharge was 

estimated from eq. 1 where Pd, Pg is the pressure immediately following discharge termination 

and Fd, Fg the deuterium fueled, with the subscripts referring to the discharge and gas-only cases:  

 

! 

R =1" Pd Pg # Fg Fd( )  (1) 

The deuterium input was programmed to be the same for gas-only and plasma discharge so the 

measured (Fg/Fd) is close to one. The retention for 133014 (Fig. 1) is 94.3%. This may be 

compared to the pre-lithium retention in 132489 of 92.8%. The gas fueling for these discharges 

was similar: 29.3 torr-liters for 132489, 23.3 torr-liters for 133014. The calculated retention was 

quite reproducible (within 1%) in a sequence of nominally identical discharges, indicating that 

the small ~ 2% difference between the average of pre-Li (92%) and with-Li discharges (94%) is 

significant and attributable to lithium. However discharges with fluctuations in the stored energy, 
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or a tail end disruption showed lower retention (e.g. 133017: 87%). These were excluded from 

the averaging.  

The retention rate can also be expressed as a function of ion fluence to the wall. The total ion 

fluence (particles) incident on the outer divertor was derived from combining ion saturation 

current measurements by the two Langmuir probes on the outer divertor with the D-alpha 

emission profile. For the ohmic pre-lithium discharge 132489 this was 2.4 x1022 D ions and for 

the ohmic with-lithium discharge 133014 this was 2.65 x1022 D ions. The deuterium retention 

measured by gas balance on this pair of discharges was 1.9 x1021 and 1.5 x1021 D atoms, which 

corresponds to 8% and 6% of the outer divertor ion fluence. This does not include D flux to the 

inner divertor, the center stack or outer vessel wall[25] so the number for the retention rate as a 

function of the total ion fluence to the wall and divertor will be less. 

Retention in discharges heated by neutral beams was measured by tracking the balance between 

input and exhausted deuterium. The pre-Li discharges were ELMy H-mode. The post-lithium 

discharges were mostly ELM-free H-mode. The lithium reduced the density, increased the 

temperature, and stored energy in most cases, by 20-30%. A comparison of the in-vessel pressure 

during the discharge to that of a similar gas-only ‘shot’ is shown in Fig. 2 and indicates that there 

is high retention in these discharges. The pressure variation after the discharge is due to 

cryopumping by the NB box, residual gas injection from the centerstack gas injector and wall 

outgassing.  

The retention was calculated from the ratio of the wall inventory (total fueling, Ft less deuterium 

pumped, Dc and deuterium gas remaining in vessel, Dv) to the total fueling, all measured 

immediately after discharge termination:  

 

! 

R = F
t
"D

c
"D

v( ) F
t
  (2) 

The different methodologies of equation 1 and equation 2 were checked against each other by 

measuring the retention of similar ohmic discharges (pre-Li) both ways i.e. in one case with the 

NB valve closed and in two discharges with the NB valve open. These discharges had similar 

plasma current, stored energy and in-vessel pressure during the discharge. The retention 

calculated by equation 2 was R = 89.5% and R = 90.0% in the NB valve open cases and for 

comparison, the average value calculated by equation 1 was R = 92.0% for the valves closed 
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case. This close agreement validates the comparison of retention as measured by the two 

methods. A summary of the retention results is given in Table 1. Note that the difference with 

lithium increases with the amount of lithium evaporated. This result is corroborated with 

laboratory XPS data that identified a minimum lithium thickness required for effective D 

pumping [24]. 

 

Retention Before Li With Li 

Ohmic 92% 94%  

(48 mg Li) 

NB heated 87%  93%  

(137 mg Li) 

Table 4.1. Retention measured immediately 

following ohmic and NB heated discharges 

averaged over 3-8 discharges.  

The lithium conditioning induced a substantial decrease in the in-vessel pressure during the 

discharge. Fig. 3 shows a comparison of a NB heated discharges before- and with lithium 

conditioning. The gas fueling during the plasma for this pair of discharges was similar: 37 torr-

liters for 132474, 41 torr-liters for 133110. With lithium the in-vessel pressure decreases to 40% 

of the value before Li but interestingly, recovers to the same value after the pulse.  

A dynamic particle balance model was used to study the wall pumping and outgassing 

during the discharge[26,27]. The model takes into account all measured particle sources, such as 

gas injection, NB injection and the dynamic change in particle inventory, and calculates the wall 

loading rate. At present, the model used electron inventory as a proxy for plasma particle 

content, and does not take into account electron contributions from carbon impurities. The wall 

was found to be in a pumping state throughout nearly all of the analyzed discharges. A 

significant increase was found in the cumulative wall inventory in lithium conditioned NB 

heated discharges as shown in fig. 3 panel (d).  

Deuterium outgassing follows an NSTX discharge and reduces the retention (TFTR tiles are still 

outgassing tritium 13 years after the end of plasma operations). The amount of outgassing 
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increases with lithiumization as the intershot He-GDC is discontinued. Multi-day tracking of the 

deuterium partial pressure after discharges showed evidence of wall pumping of molecular 

deuterium. With the pumping valves closed the deuterium pressure rose and reached a plateau of 

4.2 e-4 torr at 10 h after with-Li plasma operations, but then the pressure then decreased slightly 

to 4.0 e-4 torr at 26 h as the vessel continued to cool.  

3. Surface analysis.   

To gain insights into the fundamental surface chemistry behind the retention results a 1.2-m 

linear translator was used to introduce four material samples into a gap between tiles in the 

NSTX lower outer divertor at a major radius of 1.04 m, with the sample surfaces flush with the 

surrounding tiles (Fig. 4). After exposure to 6 or 8 nominally identical discharges the samples 

were withdrawn the same evening for thermal desorption spectroscopy (TDS) in an in-vacuo 

surface science station beneath the NSTX vessel, and then extracted under argon for TDS, SEM 

and X-ray Photo-electron (XPS) analysis at Purdue University Omicron facility. Prompt sample 

analysis is important as lithium is chemically active.  

Deuterium alone does not have enough electrons to produce an XPS spectrum however indirect 

interactions of deuterium with O, C and Li are measured and correlate to shifts in chemical bond 

energies as shown in previous work[21,23,24]. Fig. 5 shows XPS spectra from two graphite 

samples exposed via the PMI probe to NSTX lithium conditioned NB heated plasmas. Pane (a) 

show XPS spectra after 15m of Ar cleaning of a graphite sample that was exposed to 6 NB 

heated plasmas and simultaneously, 63 nm Li deposition. Pane (b) shows XPS spectra after 15m 

(red curve) and 45 min (blue curve) of Ar cleaning from a graphite sample exposed to 40 NB 

plasmas and 817 nm of Li deposition. The amount of Li deposited is measured by a quartz 

microbalance at the same major radius, but toroidally displaced and the nominal thickness is 

calculated for a lithium density of 0.53 g/cm3 on a flat surface. It can be seen that the peak at 532 

eV shifts toward the Li-D-O peak at 533 eV with increasing lithium dose. More details 

associated with these peak shifts may be found in ref. [21,23,24].  

Thermal desorption spectra (TDS) were obtained a few hours after plasma exposure withdrawing 

the samples to a chamber underneath NSTX and heating one of them with a controlled 

temperature ramp while measuring hydrocarbon emission with a calibrated quadrupole mass 
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spectrometer. These were followed by more controlled TDS measurements at Purdue. Fig. 6 

shows a comparison of Purdue TDS spectra of 6 NB heated discharges before and with Li-

conditioning. The TDS data is plotted as the partial pressure of all deuterium atoms desorbed by 

heating the sample to temperatures above 800 K. The data shows two peaks corresponding to 

effective release of deuterium. The peak near 600 K indicates a weakly bonding state for D 

atoms to C or O in the presence of lithium. Higher peaks indicate stronger covalent/ionic 

bonding to Li, O, and/or C. This observation appears to be consistent with global retention 

measurements in NSTX with evidence of prompt D release.  TDS data show that the primary 

release channel is 20 amu corresponding predominantly to D2O when heated. Samples exposed 

to ohmically heated plasmas showed 19 and 31 amu as primary release channel corresponding to 

CxD3H. The difference between OH and NB shots will be investigated by extending the TDS to 

temperatures above 1000 K. However, the total D emission at 600K is the same for both cases.  

4. Conclusions.   

In summary, the end of pulse deuterium retention is high (~ 90%) and attributed mostly to wall 

pumping over the relatively short NSTX pulse duration and to the minimal wall heating achieved 

with the controlled ramp down. The retention increased slightly with lithium conditioning, the 

difference being more noticeable with heavy lithium conditioning. XPS analysis of graphite 

samples exposed to these plasmas showed peaks that were previously identified with chemical 

functionalities associated with deuterium irradiation of a graphite surface conditioned with 

lithium. There is an interesting correlation of dependence of the XPS peaks on lithium deposition 

and the increased difference in D retention with increased Li deposition shown in the retention 

results in Table 1. We note however that the lithium-induced suppression of ELMs may also 

contribute to the change in retention in NB heated discharges. The additional deuterium retained 

with lithium was released promptly after the discharge. This may be understood in the light of 

the low energy D bonding peak revealed by TDS analysis of lithium-conditioned samples. The 

small difference in global retention from gas-balance results yet large effects from lithium 

conditioning on plasma performance indicate the importance of the dynamic “coupling” between 

the edge plasma and the material interface. More work is needed to unravel the dynamic nature 

of D retention on promptly deposited lithium coatings in NSTX. This can be addressed with 

future efforts in expanding in-situ PMI diagnostics that can probe plasma-exposed surface during 
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or shortly-after irradation to elucidate on the fundamental mechanisms that dictate D recycling at 

the plasma-material interface.  
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Figure Captions: 

Fig. 1 (a) Plasma current, (b) stored energy and (c) in-vessel pressure for gas-only ‘shot’ (thin 

line) and ohmic discharge (thick line) with lithium conditioning.  

Fig. 2 (a) Plasma current, (b) stored energy and (c) in-vessel pressure for gas-only ‘shot’ (thin 

line) and NB heated discharge (thick line) before lithium conditioning. The gas fueling 

was programmed to be the same in both cases. The NB power is shown dashed.  

Fig. 3 (a) plasma current, (b) stored energy (c) in-vessel pressure and (d) wall inventory 

calculated by dynamic particle balance model for pre-Li (thin line) and with-Li (thick 

line) NB heated discharges.  

Fig. 4 Probe configuration on the lower NSTX vessel with magnetic flux lines for a low 

triangularity plasma. The chamber has been rotated 90° to show: (a) port for residual gas 

analyser or sample insertion, (b) pumping port, (c) probe drive and (d) probe head. An 

image of the probe head with 4 samples is shown in insert (e).  

Fig. 5  XPS O1s spectra from two graphite samples showing 533.0 eV peak associated with 

retention of D in lithiated graphite matrix. PMI Probe sample ATJ 150p (lower pane) has 

about 10 more times lithium deposition than sample ATJ 139p (upper pane).  The thin 

lines represent multiple peaks that compose the primary peak. The dashed lines are the 

spectra before Ar cleaning. 

Fig. 6. Thermal desorption spectra (TDS) of ATJ graphite samples exposed via the PMI probe to 

6 NB heated NSTX discharges with-, (a), and without-, (b), lithium exposure. The 

mass=20 peak is plotted separately and corresponds to emission of D2O.   
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Fig. 4 Probe configuration on the lower NSTX vessel with magnetic flux lines for a low 

triangularity plasma. The chamber has been rotated 90° to show: (a) port for residual gas 

analyser or sample insertion, (b) pumping port, (c) probe drive and (d) probe head. An 

image of the probe head with 4 samples is shown in insert (e).  
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Fig. 5 XPS O1s spectra from two graphite samples showing 533.0 eV peak associated with 

retention of D in lithiated graphite matrix. PMI Probe sample ATJ 150p (lower pane) has 

about 10 more times lithium deposition than sample ATJ 139p (upper pane).  The thin 

lines represent multiple peaks that compose the primary peak. The dashed lines are the 

spectra before Ar cleaning.   
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Fig. 6.  Thermal desorption spectra (TDS) of ATJ graphite samples exposed via the PMI probe to 

6 NB heated NSTX discharges with-, (a), and without-, (b), lithium exposure. The 

mass=20 peak is plotted separately and corresponds to emission of D2O.  
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